**AD500 Gas Bottle Adapter**

Adapter kit #**AD-500** is available to allow the Side-Kick (RV 500) and Stow-Away (RV 600) grills to be used with **DOT-39** 1 lb. Cylinder.

**Caution:** The gas pressure regulator provided with the appliance must be used. Replace only with regulator Model No. 6004-FN2.

You must use a cylinder that is constructed and marked in accordance with the specifications for LP-gas cylinders of the U.S. Department Of Transportation (DOT)

Must say **DOT-39** and be marked as containing **PROPANE**.

The **DOT-39** cylinder screws into the bottom of regulator on #**AD-500**. (RH thread)

When appliance is not in use, **DOT-39** cylinder must be disconnected.

Attach the **AD-500** to the grill. (See instruction for attaching to grill on reverse of page)
Attaching Your Adapter

To attach quick coupler.
1. Align Hose Fitting With male coupler on grill (under valve)
2. Slide Retaining Sleeve back.
3. Push Female coupler on to Male coupler.

To detach quick coupler.
1. Slide Retaining Sleeve back.
2. Pull Female coupler off of Male coupler.

To Order, Call:
Outdoors Unlimited
P.O. Box 277
Elkhart, IN 46515
Phone 1-888-226-9850